The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.
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live in the Arms of My Presence,
I dwell in Its Heart of Light,
I breathe in the Fire of Being,
I scale now the Greatest Height.

So free in Its fullest Glory,
My Scepter of Light I wield!
"I AM" the Heart of My Presence,
Its Power and Light My Shield.

Today, as I move triumphant,
Majestic and strong and free,
I call unto you in Light's Victory,
To live and Its FULNESS BE!

Forever in dazzling splendor,
A Being of Love I stand
Lighting the way for God's Children,
Illumining our Great Land.

You, who now offer assistance,
Must stand as the Holy Grail,
O'erflowing with Light's Pure Essence—
The "I AM" can never fail!

Supreme then o'er all in Thy Power,
Oh Children of Light you dwell,
Forever in God's Great Presence,
The "I AM" and ALL IS WELL!

—Chanera
Children of the Light, I call from the Great Central Heart of all Light—Arise! Awaken! Ascend! Oh children of the earth, into your Freedom in the acknowledgment of your "Mighty I AM Presence." Out of the fulness of that Glory, which your Presence holds for you, comes the fulness of all things.

This glorious morning symbolizes the Ascension from all human limitations. As the Light of the orb of the physical world ascends, so shall all one day ascend out of the limitations which individuals have drawn about them. Then, you stand forth glorified in the full acceptance of the Light which gives Life to all mankind. It holds, sustains and glorifies individuals again, again and again in the action of the outer world. From the outer activity, they may ascend out of all that which they have created and come again into the Glory of the Light, that Light of God, the "Mighty I AM," which never fails. Then, they become Its Great Heart of Light; Master of all the earth, of all the worlds they contact; Master of all substance, for all the earth is filled with the Light of God. Earth's substance is rapidly being transmuted into Light Substance, by the call of the Children of Light. The Onrush of the Great Cosmic Light shall do Its Perfect Work upon earth, never again to recede into the shadows of human creation.

To-day, We rejoice with you, Oh Children of the Light, in your willingness, in your joyfulness, in your determination to feel, to be, to have the
Glory of that Light which gives you Life. In the fulness of Its expansion through your human form, It is dissolving and dispelling all the undesirable qualities, and again allowing your Light to blaze forth—the Light of the World. Beloved ones, to-day in this opportunity, Our Joy is boundless to again voice to you Our rejoicing. It is the Light within you singing Its song of Praise, that all mankind may feel Its Glory ever expanding within. You have been so privileged, in coming to the point where you can hold your attention on your “Mighty I AM Presence,” the great Source of all Light, the great Source of all supply, the great Source of all directing Intelligence!

To-day, are you entering again into the fulness of your birthright—the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. It is that, to which I endeavored to call mankind’s attention centuries ago. You are beginning to understand and feel the full power of those Words—“The Kingdom of Heaven shall reign upon earth once again, unto the glory of mankind.”

To-day, in the great privilege which is yours, in the great service which you may render, shall you abide in that Kingdom forever and ever and ever. As the Light within you expands, so shall that Kingdom become more apparent, more vivid, more powerful; until you, in the fulness of the realization and privilege which is yours, call forth from that Source of all Light, the beauty, Perfection, harmony, happiness and the Glory which It expresses. Then, shall you feel Its full Activity and import in yourselves, your world and the world of all mankind.

To-day, We have great reason for rejoicing. You, who have chosen to come forth in the Glory of your “Mighty I AM Presence” and give this time to Its Praise and recognition, you and your world shall be flooded by the Power of the Light which is within you—your “Mighty I AM Presence”—your Heart of Light, anchored within your human form, in the full Power of this Mighty Expression.

Out of that Glory; out of that Presence; out of that Great Activity, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” there is pouring forth greater and greater proof of Its Dominion. In your call to It, your human is silenced. Thus, you stop requalifying Its Perfect Energy. This will cause you to be the Perfect Being; it will cause you to express the fulness of the Light that beats your heart; until all the world observes the Radiance pouring forth at the call of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” your Presence. America’s Presence, the Land of the “Mighty I AM” is again feeling the Great Cosmic Light, surging into and through Its being—through its substance—until all mankind even as they walk forth upon the substance of the earth, will feel Its Mighty Currents surging in and through them. The very earth rejoices once again that mankind has ceased to impose upon it imperfection, which only the human can create.

So to-day, We rejoice that human discord is being rapidly dissolved. Once again, the whole earth rejoices in its ability to pour forth this Great Light which it once had.

Know that mankind is no longer subject to the mistakes that individuals have made; for in turning to the Great Source of all Light, people can feel that Light—Substance fill their Beings with Its Self-Luminous Intelligent Presence.
Mankind has thought of Me as a Self-Luminous Presence. As My Presence has been pictured to you, so shall all of you one day stand forth in your Self-Luminous Presence, pouring forth your Blessing to all mankind; until Its Light has become the dominant power everywhere throughout the earth. When you call for your own Freedom, Oh beloved Children of the Light, forget not those who have had less opportunity! Call for their release, for their Freedom. Call your "Mighty I AM Presence," through the mental and feeling world of mankind, to CHARGE FORTH! CHARGE FORTH! CHARGE FORTH—quickly! Its Mighty Awakening Active Presence, through the Power of the Light within each human heart, which is the "Mighty I AM Presence."

To-day, beloved ones, your privilege, your opportunity to serve is transcendent beyond your fondest hope, expectation or concept as yet. As you enter more and more into Our Consciousness and Activity of your "Mighty I AM Presence," you will have cause for rejoicing as never mankind has had.

We call forth the Great Cosmic Light. Will each one of you forget for the moment everything else? Just feel yourself caught up in that Great Cosmic Light—the Light of the World? Feel only that Great Light holding you in Its fond embrace and dissolving every limiting thing within every cell of your body? Accept this service to-day and feel it. Qualify it to be forever sustained and active in your mind, body, home, world and affairs and in every cell of your flesh body. Feel this NOW Oh beloved ones! (Silence)

Unto Thee, Oh Great Orb of Light, unto the Mighty Intelligence within Thee, do We give Praise and Gratitude. We amplify Thy Blessing to mankind and make It active within each individual on earth, especially within those, who with joy have entered into this Great Stream of Light of the "Mighty I AM Presence." From to-day henceforth, We quicken this Light into a Mighty Balanced Activity for all mankind—to hold Love, Wisdom and Power in balanced action—to glorify each one in every earnest sincere effort, as he goes forth in the Service of the Light. May every Student of the "I AM" within the hearing of My Voice, feel It. May this amplifying activity reach into the mental and feeling world of those who are absent and act there with full power. May this Outpouring for their Glory and Freedom keep expanding within them, until It reaches into the environment in which they may be acting.

Beloved Students of the Light, try to feel how great is your privilege in becoming a Pillar of Light, in the acknowledgment of your "Mighty I AM Presence." It is the Light which fills your body and pours forth to all environment in which you move. Each of you can become just such a blazing Sun of Light, as this Sunrise represents to you to-day. You can feel yourself that Blazing Glory. Then, as you hold your human in subjection, harmonious in the great acknowledgment of the expansion of this Light, you will render a service unparalleled in the history of mankind.

To-day, will you not accept the fulness of your privilege, the fulness of your Light, the fulness of your Glory and Freedom which you will be able to carry forth to all mankind? No longer accept anything that comes from without, whether
through the spoken word, suggestion or otherwise. Turn wholly to your “Mighty I AM Presence”! accept only the fulness of Its Power! pouring forth through you Our Love, Light, Wisdom and Power. Feel the full harmonious expression of It always acting within you. Then no appearance, no expression of any kind can disturb or irritate you again, as you feel the Power, the Dominion and the Authority of the Light within your heart. Accept It, Oh beloved ones, as never before, in the fulness of Its Acting Presence and Power to glorify you and to sustain you with Its Mighty Invincible Courage. Know that no longer has human creation any power to act, to touch you or to come into your world.

To-day, We accept this for every one of the Children of Light here and elsewhere, throughout America and the world. We call forth the Eternal Light and the Mighty Blessing of the “I AM” to act, to act, to act within the heart of every one. We call It forth to silence the human accumulation, until Its Light pours through every one unto the fulness of Our Perfection.

Accept—charged into your world to-day—the full acceptance, the full conviction within your outer consciousness, of your ability to attain the Ascension. FEEL IT Oh beloved ones, FEEL IT in the fulness of the Cosmic Light of your “Mighty I AM Presence.” Feel That of which I became the embodiment — the CHRIST LIGHT — flooding you and your world forever. We thank Thee, “Mighty I AM Presence.”
through the individual that the selective, discriminating, consciously directed Intelligence acts, to govern the flow of the Universal Substance and energy.

This means the attainment of Mastery. Mastery over what? Mastery over Substance and energy, by the conscious command of the individual, through the use of the Great Creative Word, "I AM," given by himself. This is the journey every individual has chosen to take of his own free will, through this world of physical substance, to expand the Perfection of the Great Central Sun through himself. This means through a physical body made of the atomic substance of this physical earth.

Each one having decreed his own journey, through the world of physical substance, must fulfill his own decree; for, being the Creator individualized, he is the ONLY authority in his being and world and MUST fulfill his own plan, to expand Perfection through himself in this world. This is how the Great Supreme Source of all Life and manifestation governs the Universe and its activities, through the individualization of Itself at various points in the Universe. Thus, every human being is the Creator, individualized; which means all the Authority, Power, Ability and Attributes of God—Life—are focused into the individual, to create and expand Perfection through a physical body.

When each Ray has through many embodiments in physical experience expanded into full activity all the attributes of Itself, manifesting complete control over all substance and energy everywhere It moves, then the Ascension takes place. The Ray that started out in a masculine body makes the
Ascension in a feminine body. The one that started out in a feminine body makes the Ascension in a masculine body. Thus, is the Perfect Balance always kept.

When the Ascension of both has taken place, each is the complete balance of all masculine and all feminine qualities within himself. Then the THREE FOLD FLAME of LIFE is completely unfolded, the individual becomes Master at Cosmic Levels of creation and does work with systems of worlds, as well as in this physical world.

Thus, that which came out of the Great Central Sun as One Flame becomes Three complete Flames, each of the same full Limitless Power and Activity as the Great Central Sun. This becomes the Cosmic Activity of the Power of the "Three times Three." The Electronic Body is the Power of the "Three times Three" for the human personality consciousness.

When both Rays have made the Ascension, then the individual works with systems of worlds instead of just in one world. This is the way the Godhead is ever expanding the Perfection of Itself throughout Infinity and keeping order throughout interstellar space. Thus, the Perfection of the Scheme of Creation is magnificent to behold — consistent, credible, satisfactory, immutable and beneficent always. All manifestation of and in the Universe is based on the control and direction of energy, which is Life.

People often think: If we are the Godhead individualized, the substance is from God, the energy from God, which after all is but another name for Life, and God is all Perfection — all Good — then how does it happen that discord is manifested here on earth and destruction seems to have such sway at times throughout the earth?

The Ascended Masters say: "The human intellectual consciousness, through using only a few of its God Attributes, has the capacity to form judgments and conclusions, just from the reports of the physical senses, without taking into consideration the full knowledge from within the Electronic Body, which is the Supreme Cause and ALL-KNOWING CONSCIOUSNESS from the Great Central Sun. Thus, if the intellect wants to know the Law of the Universe above it, then it must call forth and use the Intelligence which controls that above itself.

Thus the human intellectual consciousness has only fragmentary information upon which to make its decisions. Unless it calls for the full information to manifest Perfection, it falls short of the Perfection which is within Life, and which should be expressed; because it has forgotten to keep its attention upon the Supreme Source of its Being, the Electronic Body, and use ALL of its God-Attributes. The attention of the intellect has been focused into the world of form or upon the things of the physical world most of the time.

The Rays of Light—which are Life—flowing down from the Electronic Body into the physical body, do the same thing for it, that the Rays of Light—Life—from our physical Sun do for the plant life of our earth: because all expanding of Perfection, on any plane of Life, takes place by the projecting down of Life energy, through Radiation from that which is above into that which is below. All is a constant raising, expanding activity of Perfection. All energy and substance forever act under Law, but they do not discriminate. The discriminating Intelligence is located and acts through the individual who says: "I AM."
Returning to the Twin Rays: we want the students and readers everywhere to understand, that the supreme purpose of every human being's physical embodiment is to attain the Ascension as soon as possible; for that is the full expansion of the individual's Perfection, into and through the substance of this world. Everyone MUST do this some time, some where, and each one will continue to re-embody until he does accomplish it.

The First Commandment is the whole of the Law of Life: "THOU SHALT HAVE NO OTHER GODS BEFORE ME." Whatever our attention is on, is our God for the moment; because wherever our attention is, there our Life Energy flows and whatever the individual gives his Life to is his God. Since the Electronic Body is the Source of physical Life, then nothing should ever come before It in our Love, or activity of Life. This is why the Ascension is the whole purpose of physical embodiment, and winning that Victory should be the main business in Life for every individual.

If the student wants to find out who his Twin Ray is, instead of completing his own Decree to make his Ascension, then he is not serving the Light, which is his "Mighty I AM Presence" by placing It first. Hence, he disobeys the very first Law of Life he has made for himself and which rules throughout Infinity.

When an individual seeks his Twin Ray, the feeling that is impelling that one is but of the outer or physical consciousness. It matters not whether it be just for companionship or what is the desire within the individual. It is physical body consciousness and whoever dwells in that or seeks to find permanent happiness there must some day be disappointed, because it is but temporary. Therefore, it must have beginning and end. That which is in obedience to the Law of Life is Perfection, therefore, permanent happiness.

The Source of Permanent Happiness is the "Mighty I AM Presence" and when the individual makes his Ascension, he not only attains permanent happiness, but he frees himself from all limitations and inharmony. Then he can give assistance, without limit of any kind, to all he contacts. He becomes all the world MASTER implies. He becomes Lord of Life and Victor over all in this world.

Now, we come to conditions that are pitfalls of unhappiness for thousands of people. Everyone craves happiness and feels that he has a right to have it, which he has; but—Permanent Happiness does not come from the outer activity of Life! Never did! Never will! It only comes from the "Mighty I AM Presence," because It is the Source of ALL Life, therefore, ALL Happiness.

It does not make the least bit of difference how harmonious and happy you might be with your Twin Ray if you did meet in the physical life. If one or the other should be married to someone else and obligations have thus been assumed, do not think for one moment that you can push those obligations aside and cause unhappiness for others, just because your Twin Ray comes along. You must carry out that which is a service you voluntarily assumed.

The sinister force through the centuries has used every excuse, to get individuals entangled in just such conditions, to create discord for as many as possible. That is why there is such distress in the family relationship of most of mankind today. That thing MUST stop now and forever if human
beings are ever to get out of the chains of their own misconduct.

Please remember, Blessed Ones of the Light, no one in this Universe knows who his Twin Ray is but the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Masters. No unascended being can ever tell you. So do not let any human being, yourself or anyone else ever make you believe anyone is your Twin Ray. If it be necessary for you to know, Saint Germain or Jesus will give you unmistakable proof. Even if you met your Twin Ray and knew the full Truth, still that one must never come before your “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Victory of your Ascension.

So long as human beings keep their attention upon and crave body sensations, even though that be mental companionship, just so long will they stay in the slavery of fear, doubt, lack, misery and tragedy of every description. The one who wishes to be free from those channels of suffering MUST look up to his “Mighty I AM Presence” and, calling unto It to take complete command of all outer activities, give IT UNCONDITIONAL obedience. This will allow It to expand full Mastery and Perfection through the human personality, and thus the individual attains his Ascension.

The Source of each one’s own Life MUST be placed before the gratification of the desires of the body, if anyone is to ever have permanent release from suffering. The condition is the same as if an individual built, finished and supplied a beautiful home for someone he loved. If the one using the home became so absorbed in the care and worship of it, that she forgot to give any recognition to the Giver and Supplier of the home, the Giver would certainly withdraw and all would crash into ruins.

So it is and has been throughout the centuries with all mankind. Human beings have become so occupied with the sensations of the physical body and its demands that they have forgotten entirely their Source, the purpose and objective of Life. They have forgotten what they themselves have decreed for this physical life. Hence, all discordant experiences are but constant spankings, to awaken the human intellectual consciousness to obedience to the heart for the fulfilment of Life’s Plan, which everyone who comes into this world has chosen to accomplish.

More than seventy-five per cent of everyone’s Life Energy is located in the emotional or feeling body. Until that is ALL surrendered into the management of the Electronic Body which is Its Source and the Owner of all energy, misery and limitations will go on because the Law of Life is not being obeyed. The Law of Life everywhere in this whole Universe, is to give back to the Source of our Being the ever-expanding Perfection from within the Heart Center of Life. This means the complete control of all Life Energy at all times, for only then can Perfection get through.

Therefore, the duty of the “I AM” Students is to live in such close companionship with the Presence, that every outer activity is the expansion of Its Perfection. As that is allowed to take place, the body automatically becomes purified, luminous, and free from discord. Hence, it ascends into Full Mastery and the Divine Plan of Life is fulfilled, to the eternal ever-expanding joy of the individual himself and the blessing of all else in the Universe.
THE HAND OF MY PRESENCE

HE Hand of My Presence is held now in mine,
The Hand of My Presence makes all things Divine,
The Hand of My Presence points all now on high,
The Hand of My Presence holds all—you and I.

The Hand of My Presence fills me with Its Light,
The Hand of My Presence makes me dazzling bright,
The Hand of My Presence projects forth Its Flame,
The Hand of My Presence writes now the Great NAME.

The Hand of My Presence heals all man's distress,
The Hand of My Presence gives all—nothing less!
The Hand of My Presence wields Power and Love,
The Hand of My Presence holds mine from above.

The Hand of My Presence makes music and song,
The Hand of My Presence holds mine all day long,
The Hand of My Presence fills my heart with Peace,
The Hand of My Presence makes all discord cease.

The Hand of My Presence gives me all Its Power,
The Hand of My Presence does all every hour,
The Hand of My Presence sends forth Its Great Rays,
The Hand of My Presence holds my hand always.

—Chanera
HE EYE is the camera of the mind. To
consciously use its visualizing activity
is one of the easiest ways to help the
memory retain information it wishes to
hold.

Everyone should remember often, that through
the activity of sight, the energy in the feeling
body can be stirred into action instantly. Therefore,
until mankind is taught the necessity for
controlling the attention, through the sight as well
as through the thought, there is very little hope
for permanent harmony in the Life of the indi
vidual.

Everyone from babyhood should be taught to
demand obedience from his eyes, as well as from
his hands and feet. The eyes should be taught to
consciously see ONLY that which will produce
PERFECTION in the mind, body and world of
the individual. They should also be taught to shut
out what is not PERFECTION, for the vibrations
from everything the eyes rest upon flow back into
the brain, body and world of the one who gazes
upon them.

Therefore, let us begin to speak to our eyes with
stern authority, commanding them to see only
the Perfection of the PRESENCE in BLAZING
WHITE LIGHT everywhere we move.

Our first duty then is to observe carefully,
PURE WHITE LIGHT wherever we see IT. Let
us train ourselves to acknowledge and bless IT,
by remembering that IT is the GIFT of our
"Mighty I AM Presence" and without IT—the
LIGHT—we cannot do anything. WITH IT WE
CAN DO EVERYTHING.

The PURE WHITE LIGHT is the Store-house
of all POWER and PERFECTION. Therefore,
this month, let us practice making our eyes see a
DAZZLING SUN OF PURE WHITE LIGHT
descend from the HEART of our own "Mighty I
AM Presence" and cover everything that we look
at, which is less than beautiful and Perfect.

At first, it is easier to close your eyes and
imagine this for a few moments and then call to
your Presence to project It. Later, you will be
able to do it with your eyes open. Do not get
tense in doing this, but just feel a great joy in
using this activity of the Light.

In this way, we shut off the flow of energy into
our minds and bodies from those things that are
not constructive. Then, as we hold the picture
of the LIGHT focused as powerfully as we can
for a few moments, we are illumining the imper-
fection and raising its rate of vibration to the
point where its discord or imperfect qualities are
not able to exist.

This is the easiest way to keep the eyes so busy
doing something constructive, that they do not
have time to wander around and rest on that
which is not constructive. In setting this habit,
call your 'Mighty I AM Presence' into action, to
make you do it all the time and to make you forget
to see all imperfection wherever you go.
Always remember that your ability to see anything is the Activity of the ALL-SEEING-EYE OF GOD, which the "Mighty I AM Presence" lends you for use in the physical world. You are held responsible, if you allow it to see less than PERFECTION!

Next month, we shall take up the release of special pictures and activities of the LIGHT.

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host and Great Cosmic Beings! we, the students of the "I AM" and the Ascended Masters, call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mistakes of all mankind past and present! we make the renunciation for all mankind and claim them all into the Service of the Light—NOW—in spite of all human creation! We give back into the Service of the Light ALL on earth and in its atmosphere. Take all NOW! Hold all NOW and forever, in the full activity of "The Light of God that never fails"! Take possession, produce Perfection and hold Your Dominion here forever.

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host and Great Cosmic Beings! release whatever activity of the Cosmic Light is needed to enable all sincere, determined "I AM" Students to make their Ascension together and as soon as possible, for the blessing and freeing of the rest of mankind. We thank Thee! Thou dost always answer our every call.
turbance from you and your world, always call for it to be consumed from all humanity, the earth and its atmosphere at once and forever.

This expanding of assistance to all humanity enables the Ascended Masters to give the individual his own release much more quickly. It enables a greater Outpouring of the Cosmic Light to come into the earth and its atmosphere. The more LIGHT we have, the easier it is to release and maintain harmony. The more PERFECTION we call forth for others, the sooner will we have our own.

When we stand within the LAW OF LIFE and call It into action for the blessing of all, we become the Invincible MAGIC CIRCLE OF PERFECTION, Self-sustained and ever-expanding from within Its own Heart, the "Mighty I AM Presence."

Therefore, Young America, stand within the Heart of Your "Mighty I AM Presence"! yield not an inch to anything less than Ascended Master Perfection, and from this moment, all outer activity MUST turn and serve you in Miracles of Perfection everywhere you move.

• AFFIRMATION •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! take eternal possession of my power and activity of qualification, attention and vision! stop forever the action of all human qualities and use of those faculties! annihilate all momentum of human habit! see that only Your Feeling of such activities act in me and my world forever!

N holding the Twenty-four Hour Decreeing Groups, we ask the students to stay only as long as they remain rested and joyously enthusiastic in their feelings, while giving this Service.

Come in quietly, if the Group is in action. Join in the rhythm of giving the Decrees, with a happy energetic powerful feeling of unyielding stern determination, for the instantaneous fulfilment of every "I AM COMMAND."

Keep the voices low if the location of the Group is where it might disturb the rest of others, because in all our activity, kindliness and consideration for the harmony and happiness of others must always be maintained wherever possible.

One better stay only a half an hour or an hour and give the Decrees with energy and joy, than to stay all night in a feeling of weariness. Do not let yourselves get over tired in these activities, for then nothing is really accomplished.

Remember always: The Ascended Masters can only use energy that is qualified with harmony and joy! Therefore, let us all keep joyously active at all times. When we feel the need of rest stop and get it, for then we can do better work. Nothing is as important at this time as the giving of these Decrees.

Saint Germain has said, the safety of America and the release of the Cosmic Light depends upon
the intensity and Joy with which the students issue these Decrees. Therefore, no outer work is as important NOW as our service to the LIGHT OF THE “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE.”

- SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS -

IT IS our request that all Group Leaders register their names and addresses with the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. BOX 1133, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, as soon as possible, with any information concerning special activities for which their Groups are working.

This will enable us to send you the most recent requests of the Ascended Masters, so all may give and receive the greatest Assistance possible in the shortest time for the blessing of all.

In the Eternal Love, Light, Blessing and Gratitude of our “Mighty I AM Presence,”

Ever lovingly with you in the Light,

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD.
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
P. O. Box 1133 Chicago, Illinois

- BOOKS IN BRAILLE -

Our heart’s deepest Love goes out to bless the beloved students who have brought forth the “I AM” books of Saint Germain into Braille for the blind. “Unveiled Mysteries” is already in many of the principal libraries, including the Library of Congress and also the National Library for the blind, both in Washington, D. C.

“The Magic Presence” is now being mailed to the same libraries. “The ‘I AM’ Discourses” will be available in the next few months.

We bless eternally the American Brotherhood for the Blind, embossers, and the blessed student who has stereotyped all the plates, both giving their services as a glad free gift of Love for the blind.

Through the combined efforts of all it is now possible to obtain these books at very low prices from the American Library for the Blind, 184 S. Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, California.

“UNVEILED MYSTERIES,”
In Two Volumes, $5.25

“THE MAGIC PRESENCE,”
In Three Volumes, $7.75
plus mailing charges.
- RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS -

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
will broadcast from
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Over Station CKLW
The evenings of May 26, 27, 28

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Station KHJ
from June 22 to July 1st inclusive
Evening hours to be announced later

- FUTURE APPEARANCES -
- OF THE MESSENGERS -

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Metropolitan Opera House, Broad and Poplar Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., Friday, May 14th, to Sunday, May 23rd, inclusive, 1:30 and 7:30 P.M.
For Information Contact:
Mrs. Frances Ekey, Majestic Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Scottish Rite Cathedral, Saturday, May 29, to Monday, June 7, inclusive, 1:30 and 7:30 P.M.
For information contact: Isabella Thornton, I AM Reading Room, Hotel Park Ave., Park and Sproat Streets.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Shrine Auditorium, 665 West Jefferson Street, Friday, July 2, to Sunday, July 11, inclusive, 1:30 and 7:30 P.M.
OUR NEW BOOKLET

IT IS our joy to announce the release of our most recent booklet, the "I AM DECREES," for use by all who wish to help in this Service of the Light; to bring Illumination, Victory and Freedom to mankind everywhere.

This booklet is a collection of "I AM Decrees," covering most of the special conditions into which we are calling the Activity of the "Mighty I AM Presence." Through the issuing of these DECREES, the Presence is pouring into those conditions the Light, Love and Substance from the Ascended Masters' Octave of Life.

The purpose of this book is to enable all to give and receive Limitless Help in this hour of world crisis. This means the individual, America and the world.

Every one can give and receive the Limitless Blessings of the "Mighty I AM Presence" by using these Decrees of the Ascended Masters for the protection and Freedom of America, as well as the rest of the world.

It does not take faith nor an intellectual understanding of this Ascended Master Instruction to release the action of the Law of the "Mighty I AM Presence," through giving these Decrees, for a

three year old child can call forth the Activity of the Presence and receive Its Manifestation as quickly as the most intellectual person. The call to the Presence simply sets the Law into action.

We send each copy forth, charged with the Cosmic Authority and Power of the "Mighty I AM Presence," as of a Thousand Suns of Divine Love, Light, Substance, Blessing and Perfection of the Ascended Masters; to illumine, protect, supply, set free and manifest the Victory of "The Light of God that never fails" for all who use or contact IT in any way.

May every "I AM STUDENT" and every human being in the whole world use the DECREES in this book continually until all mankind is free and out-pictures the Perfection of the Ascended Masters.

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
For Sale by
Saint Germain Press and Sindelar Studios

AFFIRMATION

"Mighty I AM Presence"! let Your Full Light come into me completely and see that my consciousness is forever charged only with the Ascended Master FEELING within Your Heart.

"Mighty I AM Presence" charge me with the Ascended Masters' Feeling that when I call to You, You know no resistance or interference, and the Power of the Universe rushes into action to fulfill my call.
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OF OUR COPYRIGHTS
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We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
AFFIRMATION

"Mighty I AM Presence!" charge my entire Being and world forever with the Ascended Masters' FEELING that "The Light of God never fails" and hold It within me forever.
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